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For Silverstone we received approximately thirty five entries for the
International Meeting but when we go to Snetterton for a double
header all on the same day we only have around twenty, in fact when
I looked at the provisional entry at closing date it was sixteen, so why?
There has to be a reason so I would love to know, is there something
we can do to encourage more entries; it would certainly help in the
planning for next year – you can email, phone or grab me at the next
meeting. charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com
On a similar subject can I try to persuade as many as possible to enter
Croft, many of us feel it is probably the best weekend of the year, it is
a great drivers circuit and the organisers go out of their way to put on
this fabulous nostalgic event with WW2 displays and flying vintage
aircraft – a mini Goodwood but “up north”.

Driving standards
One of the enjoyable elements of racing with the HSCC has to be we
are able to compete with our treasured historic vehicle, delight in
having some close racing and know we will be able to take or drive
the car home in one piece. This can only be achieved if we maintain
high driving standards, central to this is being aware of other
competitors around you at all times.
The Club takes poor and inconsiderate driving very seriously and any
offender will be dealt with severely. We often have video evidence
from inboard cameras, circuit cameras as well as Officials reports so it
is possible that the Clerk of the Course may look a little more closely
in future at a competitor who has been judged not to conform to our
high standards.
I and other members of the Committee do have Accident Report
Forms at meetings which one can fill out if a competitor feels it would
be helpful.
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Who’s who
Feedback from competitors
is welcome any time throughout
the year, so do not hesitate to
contact any member of the 70’s
Committee:
CHAIRMAN: Charles Barter
CLASS A: Mark Bennett
CLASS B&G: Charles Barter
CLASS C: Howard Bentham
CLASS D&E: Mark Oldfield
CLASS F: Ralph Harwood-Penn
TECHNICAL REGISTRAR:

Ralph Harwood-Penn
EMAIL: office@hscc.org.uk

All written correspondence
should be addressed to:
Historic Sports Car Club
Silverstone Circuit
Silverstone
Northamptonshire
NN12 8TN
(ref: 70s Road Sports)
Tel: 01327 858 400
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Snetterton report
Starting at the finish, it is a pleasure to be able to
report that Steve Cooke avoided serious injury
from his heavy accident at Snetterton, regrettably
the same cannot be said for his TVR. I am sure we
all wish Steve a significant lottery win and a speedy
return to racing. Fortunately Steve is one of the
drivers who races with a HANS head and neck
support and there is mounting evidence to suggest
these devices really do reduce neck injuries in
certain types of accident.

Inevitably one of the cars towards the back of the
field spun to a halt at the entrance to Murrays,
equal distance between the marshals post on the
outside of Coram Curve and the post at the
entrance to the pits, a stalemate ensued as the
marshals, faced with a lengthy and potentially
dangerous treck towards the stricken car, made the
sensible decision not to put themselves at risk and
called for the Safety Car, at the same moment the
stalled car restarted and continued on its way.

The two 70’s races at Snetterton rather mirrored
the weather, forecast to be warm and sunny, they
turned out to be rather overcast.

Observing a full course yellow the remaining cars
continued around the lap at a reduced pace,
meanwhile the Course Car picked up the Triumph
Spitfire of David Tompkinson and continued
around a different part of what is now quite a long
circuit at a reduced pace, shortly to be joined by
the car that had spun. The main pack completed
lap 2 without seeing any incident or the pace car
and continued at a reduced pace onto their 3rd lap
finally catching the pace car just before it returned
to the pits.

Race 1
Before racing had begun Brian Jarvis’s Porsche
became the first casualty of the day on the last lap
of practice, although a concerted effort in the spirit
of 70s saw the car patched and repaired in time for
race one. As the leaders completed the first lap, fluid
on the approach to Murrarys (formerly Russell)
caused a few dramatic moments as cars performed
a starburst across the grass, highlighting another
problem with the new Snetterton. Despite the
reprofiling of Coram Curve which reduces the
challenge of the corner, the risk of cars crossing the
slippy grass infield and colliding with those exiting
Murrays corner remains.
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As racing resumed Richard Plant and Oliver Ford
broke free of the chasing pack which was lead by
Julian, clearly distracted by a grumbling wheel
bearing, the remainder of the field spaced
themselves out neatly, interspersed by some wild
moments from some of the less experienced
members of the
championship. Oli
performed a brave late
braking manoeuvre, the
lighter nimble Europa
darting inside the
heavier Morgan and
hanging on to take the
first win of the day in
a battle that displayed
considerable skill
judgement from both
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protagonists.

The social network
It was interesting to note how
quickly the news of Steve’s
accident, whilst taking avoiding
action, spread outside the circuit,
prompting messages of concern
immediately after the incident
from supporters following the
racing online.
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Snetterton report – continued
Another notable performer in Race 1 was Bob Trotter who made a
trademark demon start from 15th on the grid to finish 10th overall.
Mark Bown was lucky to escape unscathed when the throttle of this
TVR jammed open on the fast approach to Riches. It was already
looking a bad day for the TVR’s...

Whilst driving standards are
discussed on page 1 of this
Newsletter we should all be
aware of both the positive and
negative scope of social media
before climbing into a race car.

Race 2
The mathematical centre of the season, as the cars cruised around
to the grid the right front stub axle on Julian’s TVR sheared, the
consequences of this happening at racing speeds causes the hairs on
the back of the neck to flutter just a little. From the start racing at the
front resumed where it left off.
Charles was quickly dropped by the battling lead pair – although
from a personal point of view I could happily watch the metallic blue
Datsun 240Z circulate on its own all day as the sound of the straight 6
engine is truly wonderful, like the mating call of a wild animal carried
on the breeze – Richard Plant took his turn at a bit of late braking
bravery at the start of lap 4 to retake the lead, unfortunately for him
and for the enthusiastic spectators on the banking this was shortly
followed by the red flag and the race was declared over at the end of
lap 3 awarding Oli his second win of the day.
Robert Barter circulated quickly and unobtrusively securing two
wins in class D, honours in class B were shared between Julian and
Charles Barter, Chris Alford in class F continues to punch above his
weight and like David Tompkinson class E stayed out of trouble to
take class victories in both races, although with little opposition,
whilst Bob Trotter is currently riding a wave scoring consistent points
against much quicker class opposition,
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Derek Rodgers
Fellow competitor Derek
Rodgers crashed his HFF car
following a heart attack on the
last corner of the last race at
Snetterton. He was resuscitated
at the circuit before being moved
to intensive care at Norwich
Hospital. He has now been
taken out of an induced coma
and sitting up in bed apparently
telling some of his awful jokes.
The family is grateful to the
prompt care at the circuit and
at the Hospital. We send him
our best wishes and hope for a
speedy recovery.

Correspondence
Letters and photographs should be sent by email to: charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com
Greetings from Monza
After spending 7 days crossing
Europe Dave Erwin can report
with authority that all the food
in Italy is amazing, based on free
hospitality buffets and 3 different
restaurants, including an outside
table in the Milan old town near
the river, beautiful.
Race 1 – Dave’s Alfa achieves
its 96th race finish.
Race 2 –Outdragging another
GTV at the start and then passing
another into Ascari, Dave was
told to take the whole of Ascari
in 4th, deep respect, he straight
lined the 2nd chicane with no
brakes left, but gained 8 places
including attrition, finishing 18th
overall, one up from last year.

Brands Hatch
Track Day
There will be a Brands Hatch
Grand Prix circuit track day on
Thursday 27th June. This will
be running to a noise level of
101dB(A) static and 92dB(A)
drive-by.
This event is the final opportunity
prior to your race event on
13th/14th July for drivers to learn
the circuit/shakedown a closed
wheel vehicle. Single seater
competitors are most welcome,
but as a non competitive
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Presented with a class winning
trophy by Art. Merzario although
something was lost in translation,
it’s here back in the UK!
Regards
trackday event they would need
to use closed wheel vehicle. We
are running a sessioned format
with seven 20 minute sessions
throughout the day.
http://www.clubmsv.com/
car-home/event-details.
aspx?productid=1923
If you need any further
information please contact:
Nick Rice
New Business Coordinator
MSVT
T: 0843 453 3000
E: nick.rice@msv.com

Race prep
Specialist engine builder and
race preparation, 70s cars and
lawnmowers a speciality, eagerly
looking for more work.

70’s Road Sports calendar 2013
17 March

Donnington Park

20 minute race

30 March

Thruxton

20 minute race

20-21 April

Cadwell Park

2x 20 minute races

18 May

Silverstone International

20 minute race

01 June

Snetterton

2x 20 minute races

13 July

Brands Hatch GP

20 minute race

3-4 August

Croft

2x 20 minute races

24-25 August

Oulton Park

20 minute race

28 Sep

Brands Hatch Indy

20 minute race

19 Oct

Silverstone

20 minute race

Fuel samples
As you will have seen from Grahame White’s recent update fuel
samples were taken from a number of cars at Cadwell Park. The
various regulations are laid down in the Blue Book but essentially
Roadsports cars can only use pumped fuel of a maximum octane
rating of 100. It is therefore important to be careful if one is blending
pump fuel with say a higher octane fuel purchased from Sunoco.

Weights
After the first race at Snetterton all cars which made it back to the
paddock were weighed by our Chief Scrutineer, Dallas Smith.
A number were found to be under weight and the drivers were given
a strong warning that if their cars were found to be underweight
again penalties would be imposed by the Clerk of the Course;
offenders were again checked after the second race.
As Dallas said to a number of competitors it is dangerous to rely on
fuel to ballast the car to the minimum weight, it is difficult to judge
how much fuel one is going to use during the race and from a safety
point of view it is better to race with as little fuel as possible.
Further checks can and will be undertaken at another meeting
in the near future which will include sealing some engines,
so please make sure you have the appropriate studs and
or nuts and bolts drilled in preparation for this.

Your committee colleague reflecting on
the Blue Book petrol regs...
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